Introduction of INSPIRE KEN
Organisation, mission, joining
INSPIRE KEN Overview

Managed by coordinating committee

More than 180 members on BaseCamp
INSPIRE KEN Key Objectives

• Objectives
  • Share knowledge about implementing INSPIRE within NMCAs
  • Share information about INSPIRE in general and INSPIRE related activities

• Means to achieve these aims and objectives
  • Webinars
  • Workshops
  • BaseCamp
Joining INSPIRE KEN

• What will members gain by participating in the INSPIRE KEN?
  • Opportunity to get general news about INSPIRE related activities
  • Better opportunity to attend or contribute to the INSPIRE KEN events
  • Help to implement INSPIRE

• How to join
  • Contact the Chair – marcin.grudzien@gugik.gov.pl

• Registration does not imply any commitment for future work!
Enjoy the webinar
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